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Welcome to OughtWe 
An app to support informed decision making
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Three integrated elements of OughtWe 
(1) Establish Context (2) Assess Options (3) Implement Plans
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Name / Title 
and Describe the Context 
 of this particular decision 

When describing context consider issues

which will be important if you are to


achieve your goal, outcome, or objective.


Tip: Get the right ladder against the right wall
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Name and Describe the Options 
 to be considered 

*Include a Rationale* 
Options can be edited, deleted and added to

during your conversations and considerations.


Tip: Cast widely when generating options
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Name and Describe 
the Criteria to be applied 

*Include Weighting Rationale* 
Different people consider different things to 

be important - so criteria can be added, 
deleted, and edited.


Different people think some criteria are more 
important than other criteria - so weighting 

can be adjusted

(-ve, +ve, or even zero!)


Tip: Share the weighting conversation with 
other people who have a stake in the decision
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Score each option against each of the criteria 
- including a succinct rationale for the evaluation 

Tip: Share the conversation with people who have an interest in the decision
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Use the graphs to stimulate your considerations. 
The graphs can be viewed singly or selected (use the eye filter).


They make great inserts into reports etc - but their strong value is to prompt 
questions about “why?”. They prompt review and validation.


Tip: Quantitative totals (on the List View) is useful, but questions about the 
gaps between points (on the Line Graph) are worth talking about.
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Plans should be focused on Action - on Implementation 
Good planning processes should result in a robust plan,


 which includes the necessary things to be sufficient (to achieve the required result)

Tip: K.I.S.S. - Keep It Short and Simple. Make the plan as simple as possible - and as complex as necessary
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Tailor reports to monitor, 
share and support the process 

De-select the fields you do not need.

Save and send your PDF to others who 

have an interest in the decision or process.

Tip: Different fields for different folks.
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Tailor reports to monitor, share, 
and support the process 

Save and send your PDF to others who have an 
interest in the decision or process.


Tip: Different fields for different folks.



Consider going to the next level

Embed your values and criteria  
in an OughtWe app tailored  

for you and your people

Customize your decision making app by Johnsalter255 | Fiverr


